
AD Series -1-Phase BENCH UNITS  

 

Ad Series (AD-1020S, AD-923, AD-945) 1Phase Unit 

� The Magnaflux , AD Equipment  are our most economical standard wet bench units. The 

offer great particle mobility for finding surface and  sub-surface defects and  versatile of  

using  AC or DC  magnetization . 

� The two outputs are independently adjustable to set each magnetic field , circular or  

longitudinal . 

� Magnetization shot time is adjustable allowing better development of indications   

� 100% Solid State Circuitry. 

 

S-1212 –Demagnetizer 

The S-1212 demagnetizer is a fast effective dependable piece of 

demagnetizer equipment .This equipment is created specifically for volume demagnetizing of small 

parts on a  production line . The S-1212 has a larger opening allowing for larger parts to be 

demagnetized.  

� Opening size :12” x 12”(30cm*30cm) 

� Voltage :415 V  

� Ampere Turns:7,500 

S-66-Demagnetizer 

The S-66 Demagnetizer is a  fast , effective, dependable piece of demag 

equipment . This  equipment is created specifically for volume demaganetizing of  small parts on a 

production line . 

� Opening Size :6  ,  Ampere Turns: 4,600 , Voltage :230V, 50HZ/1 phase. 



MULTI DIRECTIONAL EQUIPMENT 

MD SERIES(MD-2030,MD-2060,MD3-2060,CMD) 

 

The Magnaflux Multi-Directional units are our most versatile 

standard units.They offer a time savings multi-directional 

magnetization for finding defects in all orientation  with one  

cycle.  

                                           

The two  or three outputs are independently   adjustable to 

balance the magnetic field  intensity , and  each output offers 

AC,HWDC or One phase DC output. 

 

Programmable logic  controller (PLC) with graphical display 

interface. 

5 Year warranty on Frame  and Tank 

2Year warranty on parts and  labour  

 

CMD SERIES-This series of units are the power pack versions of the units listed above. 

MD 2030-3000 amp HWDC , FWDC, 2500amp AC output – 2 outputs contacts, Flux Flo Coils. 

MD 2060 -6000 amp HWDC,FWDC, 5000amp AC output- 2 outputs contacts ,Flux Flo Coils  

MD 3-2060-6000amp  HWDC, FWDC, 5000amp AC output -3 outputs –contacts, Flux Flo Coils , 16”ID 

Auxiliary coil 

 

MOBILE POWER PACKS 

 

Magnaflux understand some parts can not be  moved so the 

magnetizing station needs to be  brought to the part. 

 

The M Series offers a  solution by providing an adaptable 

mobile unit . 

 

These units feature AC or half wave DC output. 

M500-4,000 amps .AC/HWDC 

 M530-6000 AMP AC/HWDC 

 

      PORTABLE POWER PACKS         

                                                                                          P-Series Portable Power Packs 

For convenient ,economical inspection in a  wide range of 

magnetic particle applications that require only moderate power, AC demagnetization  

P-1500-1500 amps , AC or HWDC 

P-2000-2000 amps, AC or HWDC 

 

 


